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The Company and its development

The firm of nopa instruments Medizintechnik GmbH was founded in 
March 1982. 

Where do we stand today?

As a manufacturer and supplier of surgical, 
endoscopic and dental instruments, our company
has meanwhile built an exceptionally fine reputation for 
high quality and reasonable  prices.

Our well-trained employees offer you a totally flawless
service, underpinned by a warehouse stocked to an
excellent standard, with a value of between eight and
ten million euros.

Even among our competitors, our cataloguing system is regarded as one of 
the best. Tuttlingen, the hub of the instrument manufacturing industry, has 
around 400 suppliers of surgical instruments. We are proud of the fact that 
we are among the five biggest suppliers. 



Our most important trade fairs

We present our product range at MEDICA in Düsseldorf, at Arab Health 
in Dubai and at Medic Asia. In addition to these three main exhibitions, 

we attend other local trade fairs around the world, like 
Medic West Africa and Medic East Africa, Africa 
Health, Hospitalar in Brazil or Zdravookhraneniye in  
Russia etc..

 

The customer at the centre

Our quest for perfection and our high quality standards are not least      
documented by our certified quality management system in accordance with 
ISO 13485, as well as by CE approval. As one of the first manufacturers, we 
were able to implement this certification as early as 1995. From the internet, 
you can download the certificates, which are of importance to you.
In the showroom of about 150 m2, the size of our product range is display-
ed and training courses are held; it is also a pleasant venue for customer 
dialogues. Groups of hospital representatives and surgeons can choose 
instruments on the spot and obtain qualified advice.
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Medica 2014

Arab Health Dubai
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Catalogues and selling aids

We make our product range available to our customers with the aid of  sophi-
sticated media materials, in a user-friendly, accessible and comprehensible 
form. 
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Quality +

nopa instruments stands for a long tradition, a high level of expert knowledge and, above all, 
excellent quality and a fair price-performance ratio.

 

Please feel free to ask us for the new quality brochure of nopa instruments.
Here you can find a wide range of information especially from the following topics: 

>> Corporate data
>> Products
>> Quality management system
>> Market preference analysis
>> Material certificate
>> Material analysis
>> Manufacturing process
>> Sterilization
>> Quality control
>> Testing centre
>> Inspection and testing procedures
>> Quality warranty
>> International response
>> Exhibitions and events  



nopa instruments 
Medizintechnik GmbH
Weilatten 7-9
D - 78532 Tuttlingen

Tel. +49.7462.9490-0
Fax +49.7462.9490-90
info@nopa.de
www.nopa.de

Herstellung und Verkauf chirurgischer 
und endoskopischer Instrumente.
Manufacture and Sales of Surgical and 
Endoscopic Instruments.


